In the recent working paper, "How Can Governments Adapt to Meet Affordable Housing Needs After Disasters?" by Dongxiao Niu, and Siqi Zheng. these disasters? What might those trends suggest for developing climate resilience and more sustainable real estate outcomes? Researchers are testing and researching in improving the accuracy and efficiency of machine learning models for real estate. The study suggests that climate shocks such as hurricanes and earthquakes are central to quantifying the economic toll of these events. How do commercial real estate investors respond to these events? And how do they adapt their strategies to meet the challenges posed by climate change?

The study also highlights the importance of further research into the economic outcomes of climate shocks. Researchers are exploring how to better understand the impact of climate change on the commercial real estate market in the U.S. The study suggests that climate shocks such as hurricanes and earthquakes are central to quantifying the economic toll of these events. How do commercial real estate investors respond to these events? And how do they adapt their strategies to meet the challenges posed by climate change?
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